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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we introduce the concept of generalized topological simple group. A 

generalized topological simple group has the algebraic structure of group and topological structure of a 

generalized topological space defined by A.Csasazar[5]. In this paper we discuss and study some basic 

results and theorems related to �-topological simple group.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Csaszar[5] introduced the notions of generalized neighbourhood system and generalized topological 

spaces. He also introduced the notions of associated interior, closure and continuous mappings on 

generalized neighbourhood system and generalized topological spaces. In 2013 Muard Hussain et.al.[2], 

introduced the concept of  generalized topological group.   

In this paper, we introduce concept of generalized topological simple group. Also here we discuss some examples and 

basic results related to  generalized topological simple group(�-topological simple group). The notion of  Quotient �-

topological simple groups are introduced and studied. Throught this paper generalized topology is denoted by 

�−topology.  

II. PRELIMINARIES 

Definition:  2 .1[2]  Let � be any set and let �	 ⊆ P(X) be a subfamily of power set of �. Then � is called a 

generalized topology if 	 ∈ � and for any index set �, ⋃ ���∈� ∈ �, O� ∈ �, i ∈ I.  

Definition : 2.2[2] The elements of � are called �-open sets. Similarly, generalized closed set (or) �-closed, is defined 

as complement of a �-open set.  

Definition : 2.3[2] Let � and � be two �-topological space. A mapping �: � → � is called a �-continous on � if for 

any �-open set in �, ���(�) is �-open in �. 

Definition : 2.4[2] The bijective mapping � is called a �-homeomorphism from � to	� if both � and ��� are �-

continous. If there is a �-homeomorphism between � and �, then they are said to be �-homeomorphic. It is denoted by 

�	 ≅�	 �. 
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Definition : 2.5[2] Collection of all �-interior points of �	 ⊂ 	�	is called �-interior of �. It denoted by	����(�). By 

definiton  it obvious that ����(�) ⊂ A. 

 Note: 2.6 (i). �-interior of �, ����(�). is equal to union  of all �-open sets contained in �.  

           (ii). �-closure of	� as intersection of all �-closed sets containing �. It is denoted by  !�(�). 

 Definition: 2.7[2] A triple (", ∗, � ) is said to be an  �−topological group if  (", ∗) is a group,(", � ) is a 

genera l ized  topological  space and, 

(i). The multiplication mapping $:" × "	 → " defined by $(&, ') = & ∗ ', &, ' ∈ " is �−continuous. 

(ii).The inverse mapping 	) ∶ 	"	 → 	" defined  by		)(&) =	&��, &	 ∈ 	", is �−continuous. 

Definition: 2.8[2] Let � be a set and Γ ⊂ +(�). We say that , is a covering of � if �  = ∪.∈Γ γ.  If �  is a �-

topological  space  and  every  element of ,  is �−open(or �−closed) then  , is called �-open covering(respectively �-

closed covering). 

III. GENERALIZED TOPOLOGICAL SIMPLE GROUPS 

Definition: 3.1 [18] A group " is called a Simple group if it has no non trivial normal subgroup. 
Definition: 3.2 A �-topological simple group " is a simple group which is also a �-topological space if  the following 

conditions are satisfied. 

(i). The multiplication mapping $ ∶  " × " ⟶  "  defined by $(&, ') =  & ∗ ', &, ' ∈ " is �- continous. 

(ii). The inverse mapping  ): " ⟶ "  defined by )(&) = &��, & ∈ " is �- continous. 

Example: 3.3 Let " = 011 00 145 be a trivial simple group under multiplication and we define a generalized topology on 

" by � = 67, 011 00 1458. 

Now " × " = 6911 00 14 , 11 00 14:8 and � × � =;7, 6911 00 14 , 11 00 14:8<. 

Clearly the multiplication mapping and inverse mapping is �-continous. Therefore (" , . , �) is a generalized 

topological simple group. 

Remark: 3.4 �-Topological simple group⇒ �-Topological group, but converse need not be true. 

Note: 3.5 ()). ">?(@) = {� ∈ B?(@) ∶  det(�) ≠ 0}. 
                 ())). H>?(@) = { � ∈  ">?(@) ∶  det(�) = 1}. 
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Example: 3.6 ">?(@) is a �-topological group. But it is not �-topological simple group, because H>?(@) is a normal 

subgroup of ">?(@) 

Example: 3.7 H>?(@) is a �-topological simple group. 

Example: 3.8	IJ, (KℎMNM	O	)P	ON)$M) is �-topological simple group with indiscerete �-topology. 

Proposition:3.9 Let " be a �-topological simple group and QR be the collection of all �-open neighbourhoods of M. 
Then the following holdshood.   

(i). For every S ∈ QR , there is an element T ∈ QR such that T�� ⊂ S. 

(ii). For every S ∈ QR and for every & ∈ S, there is an element T ∈ QR such that T&	 ⊂ S.  

Proposition: 3.10 Every �-topological simple group " has �-open neighborhood at the identity element MU consisting 

of symmetric �-neighbourhoods. 

Proof: For an arbitrary �-open neighbourhood U of the identity MU, if  T = S⋂S��, then T = T��, the set V is an �-

open neighbourhood of MU , which implies that V is a symmetric �- neighbourhood and T ⊂ S. 

Proposition: 3.11 Let " be a �-topological simple group. Every �-neighbourhood U of M contains an �-open 

symmetric neighbourhood V of M such that VV	⊂ 	S. 

Proof: Let SW be the interior of U. Consider the multiplication mapping Q:	SW × SW → ". Since Q is �-continous,  

Q��(SW) is �-open and contains (M, M). Hence there are �-open sets T�, TX ⊂ S such that (M, M) ∈ T� × TX, and T�TX ⊂
S. If we let TY =	T�⋂TX	,	 then TYTY ⊂ S and TY	is an �-open neighbourhood of M. Finally, let T = TY ∩ TY��, which is 

�-open, contains M and T is symmetric and satisfies TT ⊂ 	S. 

Corrollary: 3.12 Let " be �-topological simple group. Every �-neighbourhood of  MU contains an �-open symmetric 

neighbourhood T of MU such  that TT�� ⊂ S	and	T��T ⊂ S. 

Proof: Since V is a symmetric �-open neighbourhood , T = T��. Therefore TT�� ⊂ S	and	T��T ⊂ S	. 

Proposition: 3.13 Let	�: H>?(@) to H>?(@)	be	a	�-homeomorhism. Then 

(i). 	� → ��� 

(ii). � → � 

(iii).	�	 → �^ 

(iv). � → �∗ , KℎMNMℎ	�∗	)P	�ℎM	_`�abcd�M	�Nd�O`PM.  

Proposition: 3.14 Let " be �-topological simple group. Then the following maps are �-homeomoephism from " to " 

for all c ∈ ". 
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(i). The right(left) translation !e(Ne) of " by c is a �-homeomorphism of the space " onto itself. 

(ii). The inverse map : &	 → 	&��. 

(iii). The inner automorphism map : & → c&c��. 

Corrollary: 3.15 Let " be �-topological simple group and S be �-open subset of  " , @ is closed in	" and � be any 

subset of ". Then 

()).		dS,Sd and �S, S� are �-open in ". 

							())).		d@ and @d are �-closed in ". 

Corrollary: 3.16 Let QR be a collection of all	�-open sets of " at e. Then Qe = {	Sc:S ∈ QR} is also a collection of �-

open sets at c.  

Corollary: 3.17 Suppose that a subgroup of �-topological simple group " contains a non-empty �-open subset of ". 

Then f is	�- open in ". 

Proof: Let U be a �-open non-empty subset of " with S	 ⊂ 	f. For every d	 ∈ f, By corollary 3.15, the set !g(S) =
Sd	�-open in ", then f =	∪g∈h Sd is �-open in ". 

Proposition: 3.18 Let �: " → f be a homomorphism of  �-topological simple groups.If  � is �-continous at the neutral 

element MU of ", then	� is �-continous. 

Proof: Let & ∈ " be arbitrary and suppose that W is an �-open neighbourhood of ' = �(&) in f. Since the left 

translation	!i  is a �-homeomorphism of f, there exists an �-open neighbourhood T of the neutral element Mh in f such 

that	!i(T) = 'T is an �-open neighbourhood of '.  Then 'T	 ⊆ j. Since � is �-continous at MU of ", then �(S) ⊂ T, 
for some �-open neighbourhood S of MU in ". since 	!k is a	�-homeomorphism of " onto itself, then &S is an �-open 

neighbourhood of & in ".  

Now we have	�(&S) = 	�(&)�(S) 

																																										= 		'	�(S) 

                                     ⊆ 'S 

                                     ⊆ j. Hence � is �-continous at the point & ∈ ".  

Proposition: 3.19 H>?(@) is an �-open subset of B?(@). 

Proof: Let A be an element of B?(@) and let �(�) = det	(�) be a function from B?(@) to F. Since H>?(@) contains 

the matrices of B?(@) with determinant 1.Then H>?(@) = B?(@)\m, where m is a matrix with det(m) ≠ 1. Since the 

determinant function is a polynomials and polynomials are �-continous, � is �-continous. Since {0} is �-closed in @, 

then	���({0}) is also �-closed in B?(@). Hence H>?(@) is	�-open.  
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Proposition: 3.20 Suppose that ",f and n are  �-topological simple groups and that 	:" → 	f	and	 o: "	 → 	n	are 

homomorphism Such  that o(") = n and nMN o	 ⊂ nMN		. Then there exists homomorphism �: n → f such that 

	 = �	`	o. In addition,  for each �-neighbourhood S of the identity element	Mh in f, there exists a �-neighbouhood T 

of the identity element Mp in n such that o��(V) ⊂			��(U), then � is �-continous. 

Proof: Suppose S is  �-neighbourhood  of Mh in f. By assumption, there exists a	�- neighbouhood T of the identity 

element Mp in n such that , j =	o��(V) ⊂			��(U). 

⇒ 	(j) = 	7(o��(V)) ⊂ 		(		��(U)) 

⇒ 	(j) = �(T) ⊂ 	U 

⇒ �(T) ⊂ 	U. Hence � is �-continous at the identity element of n. Therefore � is �-continous. 

Corollary: 3.21 Let 	:	"	 → 	f and	o:	"	 → 	n be �-continous homomorphism of a �-topological simple groups ",f 

and n Such  that o(") = n and nMN o	 ⊂ nMN		. If the homomorphism o is �-open, then there exists a �-continous 

homomorhism, �: n → f such that 	 = �	`	o. 

Proof: The existence of a homomorphism �: n → f	 such that 	 = �	`	o. Take an arbitrary �-open set T in f. Then 

���(T) = o(	��(T)). Since 	 is �-continous and o is an �-open map, ���(T) is �-open in n. Therefore � is �-

continous. 

Proposition: 3.22 Let " and f be �-topological simple groups with neutral element MU and Mh, respectively, and let p 

be a	�- continous homomorphism of " onto f such that, for some non-empty subset S of ", the set p(U) is �-open in 

f and the restriction of O to S is an �-open mapping of	S onto O(S). Then the homomorphism O is �-open. 

Proof: It suffices to show that & ∈ ", where j is an �-open neighbourhood of & in ", then +(j) is a	�- open 

neighbourhood of O(&) in f. Fix a point ' in S, and let ! be the left translation of " by '&��. Then ! is a �-

homomorphism of " onto itself such that ,  

																																!ikrs(&) = '&��& 

                                            = '. 

So T = S ∩ !(j) is an �-open neighbourhood of ' in S. Then O(T) is �-open subset of f. consider the left translation 

ℎ of f by the inverse to O(y&��). 

Now clearly, (ℎ	`	O	`	!)(&) = ℎ(Ot!(&)u) 

                                             = ℎ(O('))  

                                             = O(&'��)O(')     

                                             = O(&'��') 

                                             = O(&).  
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Hence ℎ 1Ot!(j)u4 = O(j). Clearly ℎ is a	�- homeomorphism of f onto itself. Since O(T) is �-open in f, ℎ(O(T)) 
is also �-open in f. Therefore O(j) contains the �-open neighbourhood ℎ(O(T)) of O(&) in f. Hence O(j) is a �-

open neighbourhood of O(&) inf.   

Proposition: 3.23 Let  " be �-topological simple group. Then 

(i). If f is a subgroup of ", then 	fv also a subgroup of ". 

(ii). If f is a normal subgroup of ", fv also a normal subgroup of ". 

Proof: (i). For  subgroup we have to prove the following conditions. 

(a). fv is non empty. 

      (b). &, '	 ∈ 	fv ⇒ &'	 ∈ 	fv  

(c). & ∈ 	fv ⇒ 	&��	 ∈ 	fv 

(a). Since M ∈ f ⇒ M	 ∈ 	f.www So fv is non empty. 

(b). Let c, ℎ	 ∈ 	fv. Let S be an �-open neighbourhood of gh. Let Q ∶ " × " → " denote the multiplication map which 

is �-continous. Then Q��(S) is �-open in " × " and contains (c, ℎ). so,there are �-neighbourhood T� of g and TX of h 

such that T� × TX	 ⊂	Q��(S). Since c, ℎ	 ∈ 	fv, then there are points & ∈ 	T� 	∩ f	 ≠ 	 and ' ∈ 	TX 	∩ f	 ≠ 	. Since 

&, ' ∈ f, &' ∈ f and since (&, ') ∈ Q��(S), then &'	 ∈ S. Thus &'	 ∈ S ∩ f ≠ 	. Since S is an arbitrary �-open 

neighbourhood of cℎ, then we have cℎ	 ∈ fv. 

(c). Now let ): " → " denote the inverse map, and W be an �-open neighbourhood of ℎ��. Then 

 )��(j) = 	j�� is �-open and contains h, so there is a point x ∈ f ∩	j�� 	≠ 	. Then we have x�� ∈ f ∩j ≠ 	. 
Therefore ℎ�� 	 ∈ 	f.www 

(ii). Now we have to prove that cfvc�� ∈ fv ∀	c	 ∈ ". 

Since H is a normal subgroup of ", cfc�� ∈ f ∀	c ∈ ". 

Now cfc��wwwwwwwww 	⊂ 	fv	∀	c ∈ ". 

⇒ cfvc�� 	⊂ fv ∀c ∈ ". 

⇒ cfvc�� ∈ fv, ∀c ∈ ". Therefore fv	 is a normal subgroup of ". 

Corollary: 3.24  Let  " be �-topological simple group and f be the centre of a hausdorff  �-topological simple group 

". Then  fv is a subgroup of ". 

Corrollary: 3.25 Let  " be �-topological simple group I(") be the centre of ". Then	I(")wwwwwww is a normal subgroup of ".  
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Proof: proof follows from the above theorem.  

Corollary: 3.26 Let " and f be  �-topological simple groups. If �: " → f is a homomorphism mapping ,then  zMN�wwwwww is 

a normal subgroup of ".                

IV. QUOTIENTS ON A {-TOPOLOGICAL SIMPLE GROUPS 

Let " be a �-topological simple group and f be a normal subgroup of ". Here f is either proper trivial normal 

subgroup of " or improper trivial normal subgroup of ". Let 	 be a mapping from	"	 → 	 Uh  by 	(&) = &f, ∀	& ∈ ". 
Now we can define a �-topology on  

U
h , S is �-open in	Uh ⟺ 	��(S) is �-open in ". 

Theorem: 4.1 Let 	Uh be a �-topological simple group with quotient �-topology and 	 ∶ 	"	 → 	 Uh by 	(&) = &f, ∀& ∈
". Then the following statement is hold. 

()).			 is onto. 

())).			 is �-continous. 

							()))).			 is �-open. 

								()}).			 is homomorphism. 

Proof: ()). Let cf ∈ 	 Uh . Since 	(&) = cf, ∀c ∈ ". Hence		 is onto. 

())). By definition of quotient �-topology, S is �-open in 
U
h ⇔ 	��(S) is �-open in ". Hence 	 is �-continous.  

()))). Let S be a �-open set in ". Then 	(S) = Sf is �-open in	Uh. 

()}). Let &, ' ∈ ", 	(&') = 	&'f. 

                                          =	&f'f 

                                          = 	(&)	(').  

Hence 	 is a homomorhism.       

Theorem: 4.2 Let " be a �-topological simple group and let f be a proper trivial normal subgroup of " or improper 

trivial normal subgroup of ". Then 
U
h with the quotient �-topology is a	�-topological simple group.       

 Proof: To show that 
U
h  is a �-topological simple group. We need to show that the map defined by $(&f, 'f) →

&'��f is �-continous. Let jf be an �-open neighbourhood of &'��f. By definition of quotient	�-topology, 

	��(jf) is �-open ". Also &'��f ∈ jf. 
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⇒ &'�� ∈ 	��(jf).       

By assumption," is a �-topological simple group, which there exists	�-open sets S and T with	& ∈ S and ' ∈ T such 

that ST�� 	⊂ 		��(jf). Since &'�� ∈ ST��, &'��f ∈ 	(ST��). 

Now ST�� 	⊂ 		��(jf).     

⇒ 	(ST��) ⊂ 		t	��(jf)u = jf. 

⇒ 	(ST��) 	⊂ jf. 

Combining these two facts, &'�� ∈ 	(ST��) ⊂ jf. 

Since 	 is a homomorphism, 	(ST��) = 		(S)	(T��). 

⇒ 	(S)	(T��) 	⊂ jf. We need to show that 	(S) and 	(T��) are �-neighbourhoods of &f and '��f respectively. 

Now &f ∈ 	(S) and '��f ∈ 	(T��). 

⇒ & ∈ S and	'�� ∈ T��. Since S and T�� are �-open in ", 	(S) and 	(T��) are �-open. Hence the theorem. 

V. {-COMPACTNESS ON {-TOPOLOGICAL SIMPLE GROUP 

Proposition: 5.1 If " is a  �-topological simple group and if n	� and n	X	are �-compact subsets of ", then n	�n	X is �-

compact. 

Proof: Since n	�, n	X are �-compact subsets of ", then n	� ×	n	X is �-compact in " × ". since the �-continous image of 

a compact set is compact, n	�n	X is �-compact. 

Definition: 5.2 Let f be a subgroup of a �-topological simple group ". Then f is called neutral in " if every �-

neighbourhood S of the identity MU in ", there exists a �-neighbourhood T of  MU such that Tf ⊂ fS. 

Proposition: 5.3 Let f be a subgroup of �-topological simple group ". Suppose that, for every �-open neighbourhood 

S of the identity MU in ", there exists an �-open neighbourhood T of MU in " such that &T&�� ⊂ S whenever & ∈ ". 
Then H is neutral in ". 

Proof: Given a	�-neighbourhood S of MU in ". Take an �-open neighbourhood T of MU satisfying, 

&T&�� ⊂ S, ∀	& ∈ "  

⇒ &T		 ⊂ S&, ∀	& ∈ " 

⇒ fT	 ⊂ Sf, ∀	& ∈ ". Then H is neutral in G. 

Corollary: 5.4 Every �-compact subgroup of �-topological simple group " is neutral in	".  

Proposition: 5.5 Let " be �-topological simple group, @ a �-closed subset of  ", and n is a �-compact subset of ", 

such that	@ ∩ n	 = 	. Then there is an �-open neighbourhood T of MU such that @	⋂	Tn	 = 		.  
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Proof: Let & ∈ n. 

⇒ & ∈ "\@ and "\@ is �-open. 

⇒ ("\@)&�� is an �-open neighbourhood of MU. By proposition 3.11, 

there is an �-open neighbourhood jk of MU such that jkjk 	⊂ ("\@)&��. Since n is �-compact and n	 ⊂ 	 jkk∈�
∪ &, so 

there are finite points &�, &X, … . , &? ∈ n , such that 

n ⊂	∪���
? j�&�	, where j� = jk�  .Now let T =	∩���	

? j�. For any & ∈ n, & ∈ j�&�,for some ).  This implies that,   

T&	 ⊂ 	j�& ⊂ j�j�&� ⊂ "\@. 

⇒ @ ∩	V& = 	. This true for any & ∈ n, therefore @ ∩ Tn	 = 		. 

Proposition: 5.6 Let " be �-topological simple group,	n a �-compact subset of ", and @ is a �-closed subset of ". 
Then @n	and n@ are �-closed subsets of ". 

Proof: If @n	 = ", this is obviously true. Now let ' ∈ 	"\@n. Then @	 ∩ '	n�� 	= 		. Since n is �-compact, ' n�� is 

�-compact. By above theorem, there is an �-open neighbourhood T of MU such that F	∩ T' n�� = 	. Since T' is an �-

open neighbourhood of ' contained in "\@n. Therefore @n is �-closed. 

Proposition: 5.7  Every �-open subgroup f of �-topological simple group " is �- closed in ". 

Proof: The family �	 = 	 {	fd:	d	 ∈ "	} of all right cosets of f in " is a disjoint	�-open covering of ". Therefore every 

element of �, the complement of the union of all other elements, is	�-closed in ". 

Proposition: 5.8 Let " be a �-compact �-topological simple group and f be a �-topological simple group and let 

�: " → f be �-continous. Then �(") is �-compact. 

Proof: Let � be an �-open cover for �("). We know that 	{���(S): S ∈ �} is an �-open cover of ". Since " is �-

compact, there is a finite �-subcover. There exists S�, SX, … , S? ∈ � such that  

" ⊆ 	���(S�) ∪ ���(SX) ∪ …∪ ���(S?) 

⇒ �(") ⊆ 	S� ∪ SX ∪ …∪ S?. Thus an arbitrary �-open cover of �(") has a finite �-subcover. 

Proposition: 5.9 Let " be a �-compact �-topological simple group and let f be �-closed subset of ". Then f is �-

compact. 

Proof: Let � be an �-open cover of f. Since f is �-closed in ", "\f is �-open in ". From this we get that � ∪ "\f is 

an �-open cover for ". Since " is �-compact, there must be a finite �-subcover. So there exists S�, SX,… ,S? ∈ �, such 

that "	 ⊂ S� ∪ SX ∪ …∪ S? ∪ "\f 

⇒ f	 ⊂ S� ∪ SX ∪ …∪ S? . An arbitrary �-open cover of f has a finite �-subcover. Therefore f is �-compact.  
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VI.CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we explore the notion of �-topological simple group. The notion is based upon the topological structure 

of �-topological space and algebraic structure of simple groups. This idea is opening for new researchers working in �-

topological simple group.  
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